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Dates for your diary:

Science and ICT

This half term we will be learning about Jesus

– Class worship- 7.02.19

This half term in Science we will investigating light. We

the Teacher. We will look deeply into what

– Class Mass in Church-

are creating a shadow puppet theatre to understand

happened to Jesus in the temple, explore the

30.01.19

how shadows are formed. We will also look at how

baptism of Jesus and what role the disciples
play.

colours can affect what the eye can see
-PE- PE days will be on
Thursdays and Fridays.

In ICT children will be learning about Computer

Next half term the children will be preparing

Science using things like Scratch which allows

for their Sacrament of Reconciliation in the

computer programming, animations, games and

topic of Called to Change. We will be looking

sharing their programming with other class members.

at what sin is, God’s love and how God will
always forgive us.
Homework

Foundation Subjects

Spellings have now changed to Spelling

In our Topic for Spring term we will be exploring the

Shed. This is accessed through going onto

Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age in our topic

the internet and not through the app. Each

‘Meet the Flintstones’ In this we will be learning about

child has been previously sent home with

a variety of thing including how Stone Age people

login details. Children are expected to do the

lived, looking at the life of Boudicca and even

homework that is set on there and go on at
least 3 times a week. Children will also have a
copy of the spelling words in their books to
practice, however they will be tested through

Together we are exploring our
special gifts;
Together we are growing
towards God.

Spelling Shed unless they don’t have access.
If children can’t get onto to Spelling Shed
then they will be expected to do the
homework sheets provided on a Friday.

What we are learning in
Year 3 - Spring Term

Children will be expected to practice their

designing Stone Age huts.
They will be able to build on previous knowledge in
Spanish and continue to learn the language.
In PE the children will improve their skills in dance by
doing a variety of dance themes. As well as learning
techniques in Yoga to help with mindfulness.
In Art they will continue to look at our topic ‘Meet the

times tables each day and if they have access

Flintstones’ and discover Stone age art through

to the internet TT Rockstars.

activities such as cave painting.

Children should be reading at least 4 times a
week.

Maths

English

In Maths this term we will concentrating on

Log onto our website where

In the first few weeks of the term we will be looking at

improving our calculation methods and our

you will find lots of free

narrative writing through our topic of Stone Age. We

mental Maths.

resources in the Curriculum

will be exploring at a book called Stone Age Boy, were

section:

a boy travels back into the Stone Age.

We will also be looking at:


Multiplication and Division



Money



Statistics

creating an innovative story with possibilities of ‘The



Measurement

Day the Teachers/Books quit’.



Fractions

We also will be continuing our weekly spelling and

Alongside we will be practicing our
Arithmetic every morning through a variety
of different activities.

We will trying to create an entertaining story by using
www.stfrancis.bradford.sch.uk

the book ‘The Day the Crayons Quit’. We will be

daily guided reading.

